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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since ancient times, banking services
have remained within the vertically
integrated walls of banking institutions.
Banks manufacture banking products
and services, distribute them and
engage with customers all by themselves. Even as this has remained so,
changes in customer expectations, new
ways of doing business & value creation
and ﬁnancial inclusion motives have led
to an explosion of digital services across
industries. While creation and exchange
of value is an imminent need, making it
possible requires these businesses to
engage and integrate deeply with banks’
products, services, and processes.
The need for easy consumption of
ﬁnancial services within businesses has
led to the growing popularity of Banking
as a Service, widely known by its acronym BaaS. Conceptually, BaaS is a
method of exposing value-adding banking products and services as APIs to
parties that are interested in consuming
them to achieve some objective. While it
originated as an integration method,
today, BaaS has turned into a business
and revenue model for banks and independent technology platforms.
In the UK, API calls have surged over the
last year, from roughly one million a
month in May 2018 to more than 66.7
million in June this year. A recent report
commissioned by the Open Banking
Implementation Entity (OBIE) estimates
that UK consumers and businesses will
see £18 billion ($22 billion) in additional
value annually because of the increased
levels of service and competition
brought about by open banking.

Starting with the early part of this decade,
BaaS has evolved from ungoverned and
not-so-secure ways of exposing
functionality via custom-built APIs to
process-driven and well-governed modes
of securely opening up a bouquet of APIs
deﬁned as per industry standards. The
emergence of open banking regulations,
operational guidelines and associated
standards in diﬀerent geographies have
made it easier for banks and FinTech ﬁrms
to implement a BaaS platform.
The surge in third-party registrations in the
UK and EU for open banking access
demonstrates the value that can potentially
be unlocked by combining open data and
open capabilities. The success of
solarisBank pan-EU and Open in India
signiﬁes how diﬀerent models of BaaS can
be an eﬀective win-win for banks as well as
third parties wanting to work with them.
In this report, we explore various aspects of
BaaS in detail - it’s history, operational
models, drivers, and current global
traction. From the data we have gathered
and analyzed it is unambiguous that BaaS
delivers clear synergies to all parties
involved in the model and is increasingly
becoming a sought after business and
revenue model for banks and FinTech ﬁrms.
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INTRODUCTION TO BaaS
Banking-as-a-service (BaaS) is an end-to-end process where third parties – FinTech,
non-FinTech, developers, etc. – can access and execute ﬁnancial services
capabilities without having to develop them organically.
BaaS enables third parties to connect with the core systems of ﬁnancial services
providers to establish a banking services infrastructure through APIs. BaaS aims to
integrate third parties’ capabilities with ﬁnancial services providers into a
comprehensive process to complete a ﬁnancial transaction seamlessly and eﬀectively.
Third parties can build their own banking oﬀerings with the use of BaaS APIs on top of
the banking providers’ regulated infrastructure.
Following are some well known cases of BaaS as a model being used by third
parties to solve a business problem or launch an innovative proposition

One of the pioneers of the
neobanking model, Simple, was
powered by the BaaS platform of CBW
Bank. Simple was later acquired by
BBVA.

As an acquiring partner, solarisBank’s
BaaS platform provides Alipay, the
world’s largest payment and lifestyle
platform, the infrastructure to expand
its POS network in Europe.

Open, Asia’s ﬁrst neobank for SMBs,
startups and freelancers has onboarded
over 240,000 companies on its BaaS
platform since inception in 2017.

Snapdeal, a leading ecommerce
platform in India uses purpose built
APIs from Yes Bank to initiate near real
time refund of money into customers’
bank accounts upon return of merchandise. This solution reduced the refund
cycle from days to within an hour and
enabled 24/7 refund processing.

Typically, all BaaS models involve three operating parties.
A bank/ﬁnancial institution: A licensed institution regulated by the central bank
or an equivalent body.
A BaaS platform provider: A technology platform provider that oﬀers banking
capabilities as consumable services in a sachetized form.
A service consumer: Any third party - FinTech, non-Fintech or other banks - that
are interested in consuming or integrating the above services into their solution.
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INTRODUCTION TO BaaS
The following schematic is a logical representation of a standard BaaS
deployment.

SERVICE CONSUMERS

API
</>

API
</>

API
</>

CORE SYSTEMS

API
</>

BaaS PLATFORM

LICENSED FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

It may be noted that the licensed ﬁnancial institution could double up as the
BaaS platform provider. E.g. banks oﬀering public, private & partner APIs on a
secure but open platform. Conversely, a pure play BaaS provider could acquire a
banking license from the central bank. E.g. solarisBank oﬀers a BaaS platform
backed by a German banking license.
Broadly, there are two problem statements that BaaS tries to address:
A typical banking system requires a ton of investment to build its supporting
and fundamental infrastructure, including obtaining licenses and regulatory
compliance. This process comes across as an overhead for third parties and
impedes agility in most cases.
Traditionally, banking services have remained within the closed conﬁnes of
banking institutions – this has hindered the reach and democratization of
banking services on a social scale.
BaaS attempts to solve these problems by making banking services easily
accessible and available to third parties for them to be, in turn, integrated into
their own oﬀerings. Banks can open up speciﬁc banking capabilities such as
registration, identity & veriﬁcation, onboarding, payments, and lending in a
secure manner as services using APIs, which third parties can leverage, manipulate, build, and integrate within their own products and services.
In recent times, co-branding between FinTech companies and banks has
emerged as a variant of BaaS. Banks leverage upon capabilities oﬀered by
FinTech companies as a facade to their own digital distribution channels, thereby enhancing their reach and depth and breadth of their own services.
With the rise of BaaS, customers can experience positive changes in meeting
their ﬁnancial needs. Comparison services, better & faster access to credit,
aﬀordability checks to speed up loan processes, issuance of cards & other
prepaid instruments, and payments & collection are some of the obvious areas
of anticipated positive impact.
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DRIVERS FOR BaaS
ADOPTION
Several reasons are driving the expansion of BaaS as a business. For banks, BaaS
helps meet customers’ expectations of having an end to end experience of digital
services at a single window. Banks may not want to build and distribute all capabilities organically, and BaaS helps them onboard the best partners that ﬁt their
requirements. It helps them stay agile in their go-to-market pursuits.
For a platform provider (which could be the bank itself or an independent FinTech
company), BaaS gives access to a large pool of companies of all sizes desiring to
consume banking capabilities as services. The BaaS platform then becomes their
central revenue generator. In addition, data and insights drawn out of consumption
over a period of time also helps build innovative services that solve speciﬁc problems for speciﬁc segments. E.g., Invoice generation and reconciliation for
small-and-medium businesses.
Businesses and developers typically face challenges of restricted access to banking capabilities, overheads of integration with legacy core banking systems, market
infrastructure, and in many cases, the need to comply with local regulations – this
hinders product innovation, speed to market, and potentially diverts time and eﬀort
from focusing on their core business proposition. BaaS empowers third parties to
utilize ﬁnancial services and utilities within their businesses with relative ease.
Here are some of the explicit advantages of BaaS to businesses and
developers:

1

Renders the capability to embed purpose-built capabilities,
exposed as APIs on the BaaS platform, into the delivery channel of
the business. E.g., issuance of cards, opening of accounts,
onboarding customers, collecting bill dues, etc.

2

Helps companies remain regulation-light and process-light by
leveraging on the BaaS platform APIs, which abstracts such complexities.

3

Faster speed to market with innovative products and services.
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REGULATORY TRIGGERS AND
IMPLICATIONS
It is a common misconception to equate
BaaS with open banking. This is probably
because the relevance and popularity of
BaaS coincided with the conceptualization and rollout of open banking as a
regulation in many geographies.
Open Banking has a wider connotation
and encompasses both open data and
open capabilities, whereas BaaS is about
opening up capabilities as a service.
Having said that, in the recent past, open
banking as a regulatory initiative has laid
more emphasis on opening up customer
data with consent and is being used as a
pilot to drive data privacy regulations in
several geographies. Examples are PSD2
in the EU operating parallel to GDPR,
Open Banking in Australia with CDR, and
consent-based DEPA in India with
Personal Data Protection Bill.

Open Banking could refer to both
regulation and as a business model.
BaaS does not explicitly deal with opening up of customer data and is purely a
business model that abstracts the complexity of banking products and processes and exposes them as consumable
services.
Regulatory open banking is widely
expected to act as a catalyst for BaaS
rollouts. By design, Open Banking
compliance introduces the technical
foundation, security, as well as the
governance model to facilitate opening
up of functionality to third parties. It is
therefore expected that transition to
BaaS would be easier for banks, and they
would be encouraged to do so. Work on
standardization associated with open
banking initiatives is also expected to
make it favorable for independent ﬁrms
to foray into the BaaS business as back
end integration with banks gets easier
with standardized APIs.
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STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF
BaaS TO BANKS
BaaS is a key step in the progressive digital transformation roadmap for
banks. It has strategic relevance to distribution, operations, and future
business models.
BaaS could potentially bring the following advantages to banks

Growth in customer
base through partners

BaaS platform partners or B2B FinTech
and other partners bring in the networking eﬀect of multiplying customer base.
In some cases, partners could be large
distribution platforms that have millions
of active users as subscribers.

Reduced cost of
operations and
distribution

BaaS helps banks augment their distribution network and signiﬁcantly reduce
the cost of distribution of their products
and services. In several cases, B2B
partners help resolve problems and
bottlenecks in key processes resulting
in pronounced cost savings and better
SLAs.

Agile entry and growth
into new products and
business verticals

Banks may ﬁnd it easier and faster to go
to market through partnerships with
other ﬁrms having complementary
products and capabilities.

New revenue pool
through monetization
of the BaaS platform

BaaS serves as a mitigation to reduced
interest income in the current operating
environment by augmenting fee-based
income via monetization of capabilities
on the platform. This could be in the form
of revenue sharing agreements, one-time
setup charges, periodic recurring fees or
a combination of these.
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MARKET ACTIVITY
Early movers and historical trends
The banking-as-a-service model traces
its origins to the opening up of APIs by
banks to third party developers. In most
of the early cases, this was done to plug
the gap in the bank’s oﬀerings through
products oﬀered by third-party players.
Banks realized that it was easier to use
the services of these players rather than
develop the same in-house.
FinTech ﬁrms then began enquiring with
banks if these APIs can be used to build
their own products for commercial sale
to other players. Banks soon realized
that APIs – along with their regulatory
licenses – are great assets they own,
which can be leveraged. Partnerships
began to be formed with FinTech players
such as neobanks who launched their
own banking products using APIs and
licenses of traditional banks. It was a
win-win situation for both players leading to additional fee income for banks
and opening up of multiple new FinTech
players in the industry. White-label
solutions have also enabled players to
leverage individual oﬀerings such as
payments, cards, etc. For example, in
the UK, challenger Starling Bank has
partnered with TransferWise, a retail FX
payments platform, to provide Starling
Bank customers direct, in-app access to
TransferWise’s service.

Some of the early adopters of the BaaS
model have been the Fidor Bank in
Germany and CBW Bank in the US.
Fidor started as an online bank in 2009
and oﬀers a banking-as-a-service,
white-label cloud solution that is powered by open APIs. They position their
BaaS solution to consumer-led organizations such as retail, transport, insurance, telecom ﬁrms, or even traditional
banks looking to expand their brand and
customer base with Fidor’s banking
license, regulatory compliance, and
cloud-based platform. In 2016, Fidor
introduced, in partnership with Telefónica Germany, O2 Banking, which was the
ﬁrst mobile-only bank account oﬀering
in Germany.
The Citizens Bank of Weir is a
127-year-old institution which was
purchased in 2008 by Suresh Ramamurthi, an ex-Google employee and his
wife Suchitra Padmanabhan, a former
Wall Street Banker. Ramamurthi created
a banking marketplace that enables
other companies, such as FinTech ﬁrms,
to ﬁll in the gaps via APIs in CBW's
oﬀerings, particularly on the lending
side, where compliance can be complicated. The bank has since branched out
to oﬀering an API marketplace to
third-party developers. This enabled the
bank to become a proﬁtable generator
of fee income, with the majority of their
earnings coming through this source.
The bank has a return on equity (ROE) of
36.99% against the single-digit average
of US banks.
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TIMELINE
2012
French bank Credit Agricole unveils its own app marketplace, giving
developers access to SDK based APIs.

2013
- U.S. based Moven ties up with the CBW Bank and uses their BaaS
platform to launch a mobile bank account designed for millennial users.
- BBVA launches ‘Innova Big Data Challenge’ which makes ﬁnancial
transaction datasets available via an API to third-party players to develop
applications.
- Indian Banks YES Bank and RBL Bank exposed their API to 3rd party
developers to build innovative ﬁnancial services.

2014
Fidor, a German Bank oﬀers Fidor OS, a full-ﬂedged BaaS platform to third
parties.

2016
- Citi launches Developer Hub- an API Sandbox open to developers around
the world.
- solarisBank launches its API platform.

2017
- Launch of Open - Asia’s ﬁrst neobank for SMEs & startups, partnering
with multiple Indian Banks, additionally oﬀering BaaS capabilities as a
platform and co-branding with partner banks.
- Starling Bank becomes the ﬁrst UK licenced bank to launch a public API
- DBS Bank launches the largest API developer platform in the world, with
155 APIs
- SynapsePay is renamed to SynapseFI and ties-up with Evolve Bank &
Trust, as their banking partner.
- RailsBank signs up with its ﬁrst banking partner and releases its API to the
global developer community.

2018
- WeBank in China opens its API and SDK toolkit to its partners.
- Shanghai Pudong Development Bank (SPD Bank) ties up with Temenos
to leverage open APIs to operate collaborative business models.
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BaaS MODELS
Though banking-as-a-service is still evolving, it can be broadly classiﬁed into
three diﬀerent categories depending on the engagement model between the
three stakeholders.

API STORES
Traditional or challenger banks that are direct to consumers but also oﬀer their
products and services as APIs to third-party players such as FinTechs who use
it to build innovative service propositions.

WHITE-LABEL PLATFORM (B2B2C)
Companies with or without a banking license can oﬀer APIs on a white-labeled
platform to enable FinTech players to oﬀer speciﬁc banking services (such as
issuing debit cards) or fulﬁll compliance requirements (such as identity & veriﬁcation). In the absence of a license, these companies partner with licensed
banks for compliance, ledger maintenance, and other backend rails.

BaaS AS CO-BRANDING
FinTech players or neobanks deploy their platform as a facade for traditional
banks – as a co-branded proposition. In this case, the BaaS platform, along
with the customer experience and cutting edge capabilities it carries, eﬀectively becomes a distribution and onboarding channel for the traditional bank.

Open Financial
Technologies has an SME
subscriber base of 240,000
showing a growth of 24x
since inception. They have
witnessed a 5x growth in
partner bank network,
showing the increasing
interest in the space from
traditional banks.

CBW Bank leverages
more than 500 modern
APIs to integrate connection points into its digital
banking platform. During
Q1, 2019 the bank
reported a total non-interest income of $3.8 Mn
against a total interest
income of $790,000.

solarisBank is currently
active in more than seven
EU countries via passporting of their banking
license. Through their 50+
partners, they have
reached over two million
end-customers.
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GEOGRAPHIC HEAT MAP
OF BaaS PLAYERS
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GEOGRAPHIC HEAT MAP OF
BaaS PLAYERS
As evident from the heatmap, most of the activity in the BaaS sphere is
occurring in Europe and North America. The primary reasons for the same
happens to be the advent of open banking regulations and inclination of
traditional banks to accept the same.
There is an increasing awareness on the relevance of APIs in the future of
banking and a lot of traditional banks across the world, have released open
APIs for the consumption of third-party developers. Some of the prominent
names across geographies, who have taken the lead in open banking, have
been highlighted.
White-label BaaS is predominantly present in Europe due to the recent
regulatory changes in the open banking framework. Banks with licenses and
neobanks who have tied-up with partner banks are now oﬀering banking-as-a-service models and generating signiﬁcant revenue through this
model. North America has also seen activity in this ﬁeld especially from
ﬁntechs who are developing oﬀerings across banking functions. Co-branding as a model is slowly developing an interest amongst ﬁnancial institutions
as the model envisages a greater exposure to all the parties involved.

LOW

HIGH
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INTRODUCTION

Open Financial Technologies is Asia’s ﬁrst neobank for SMEs & startups. It oﬀers
business accounts, payment gateway, accounting, invoicing, automated prepaid cards,
as well as connections to multiple banks for a business to manage its banking from one
place. Other oﬀerings include an expense card in collaboration with Visa, which allows
businesses to track expenditure. It also oﬀers a co-branding BaaS solution for the
deployment of a digital front-end for traditional banks.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

- Business account
- Integrated payment gateway
- Business cards
- Bookkeeping and accounting tools
- Accounts aggregation & expense management tools
- APIs for businesses to integrate banking services with their business systems

FOUNDING YEAR

TOTAL FUNDING

BaaS BUSINESS MODEL

2017

$37.4 Mn in June 2019

Co-branding

VALUATION

PARTNERSHIPS

$37.4 Mn in June 2019

ICICI Bank & 9 other banks, Visa, Stripe etc.

LICENSE

TOTAL USER COUNT

GLOBAL EXPANSION

No

240k SMEs

Yes

TRANSACTION DATA

LOCATION

Processes $6.5 Bn in
transactions,annually

Bengaluru, India
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INTRODUCTION
Using its banking license, solarisBank oﬀers a banking-as-a-service platform to businesses in order to provide ﬁnancial services themselves.
Through this platform, it oﬀers bank accounts, KYC services, algorithmic
scoring, and payment cards.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Oﬀers APIs to businesses to create banking products across:
- Digital Banking & Cards
- Lending
- Payments
- Identity
- Blockchain.

FOUNDING YEAR
2016

TOTAL FUNDING
$111.3 Mn in March
2018

BaaS BUSINESS
MODEL
White-label

VALUATION
PARTNERSHIPS
$300mn (According to ABN Amro Bank, Alipay, CrossLend, etc.
third party sources, est.
values)

LICENSE
Yes

TOTAL USER COUNT
60+ corporate clients

TRANSACTION
DATA
Serviced over 2mn
customers through
their partners

LOCATION
Berlin, Germany

GLOBAL EXPANSION
Already existing in seven
countries across Europe
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INTRODUCTION
Railsbank is an open banking and compliance platform that uses Banking-as-a-service to build and scale ﬁnancial oﬀerings for third-party players.
It also works with banks to implement a platform solution and oﬀer utility
infrastructure including payments, card, and operations.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
API platform that oﬀers banking services such as
- IBAN creation
- Issuing cards
- Sending, receiving and converting money
- Direct debit
- Accessing credit through their ﬁnancial partners

FOUNDING YEAR
2015

TOTAL FUNDING
$14.4 Mn

BaaS BUSINESS
MODEL
White-label

VALUATION
$40 - $60Mn
(According to third
party sources, est.
values)

PARTNERSHIPS
Starling bank, Gocardless, CornercardUK,
Paymentology, Complyadvantage, Carta worldwide,
Airwallex

LICENSE
No

TOTAL USER COUNT
NA

GLOBAL EXPANSION
Currently, they have
oﬃce locations in
London and Singapore
Planning to expand
Southeast Asia, the USA
and Australia

TRANSACTION DATA LOCATION
NA
London, United Kingdom
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INTRODUCTION
Fidor Bank is a German online bank that also oﬀers a BaaS platform for
FinTech ﬁrms to launch digital banks. Called the ﬁdorOS, the platform oﬀers
onboarding, card & account management, credit products, and analytics to
new-age banks. Fidor Banks also oﬀers a white-label platform to traditional
banks, enabling them to launch multiple digital products.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
- Fidor Bank
- FidorOS platform (BaaS platform)

FOUNDING YEAR
2009

TOTAL FUNDING
Acquired by Groupe
BPCE in 2016

BaaS BUSINESS
MODEL
Whitelabel, API Store

VALUATION
PARTNERSHIPS
Acquired by French
IFC, GFT, Token.io, equensWorldline
Bank-BPCE for €140 Mn
in 2016

LICENSE
Yes

TOTAL USER COUNT
200,000 customers for
Fidor Bank (2018)

TRANSACTION
DATA
NA

LOCATION
Munich, Germany

GLOBAL EXPANSION
Oﬃces located in Germany, Singapore and
UAE
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INTRODUCTION
Along with functioning as a traditional Bank, CBW bank also oﬀers a BaaS
platform through which FinTech ﬁrms can provide additional services,
including starting their own digital banks. Though the API format was introduced to remove gaps in their own banking operations, later on, the bank
branched out to oﬀering the same to other institutions.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
- Banking
- BaaS Platform

FOUNDING YEAR
1892

TOTAL FUNDING
Acquired by Suresh Ramamurthi and Suchitra
Padmanabhan in 2008

BaaS BUSINESS
MODEL
White-label

VALUATION
NA

PARTNERSHIPS
Yantra Financial Technologies, Ripple, Moven, Omney,
Vogogo

LICENSE
Yes

TOTAL USER COUNT
NA

TRANSACTION
DATA
Loans and leases
worth $2.4 mn and
$25 mn in deposits
from U.S.
customers(2018).

LOCATION
Kansas, US

GLOBAL EXPANSION
No
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INTRODUCTION
RBL bank is a pioneer in the API banking space in India, being one of the
earliest banks to oﬀer APIs to third-party developers. APIs are oﬀered for
various services such as eKYC, collection, beneﬁciary validation, remittance
inquiry, etc.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
- Banking
- API store

FOUNDING YEAR
1943

TOTAL FUNDING
Went public in 2016

BaaS BUSINESS
MODEL
API Store

VALUATION
NA

PARTNERSHIPS
20+ Partnerships (Includes Wirecard, Mastercard,
Mswipe, Pinelabs, CapitalFloat, etc.)

LICENSE
Yes

TOTAL USER COUNT
6.5 mn banking
customers

TRANSACTION
DATA
NA

LOCATION
Mumbai, India

GLOBAL EXPANSION
No
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CHALLENGES AND CRITICAL
SUCCESS FACTORS
Thanks to digital-ﬁrst experiences and the need for pervasive availability of
banking services in our daily lives, traditional models of purchasing and
consuming banking services are being challenged. It is critical for banks to
shift to a collaborative way of doing business with players in the ecosystem.
The road to BaaS for banks and FinTech ﬁrms is a challenging one with
transformational thought process required in many aspects. Addressing
them is critical to the success of implementing BaaS.

Not-so-open legacy core
systems

Anxiety of cannibalizing own
products and services

Core systems that are not necessarily on
modern technologies & architectures are
not fully capable of exposing capabilities
as abstracted services. Banks must
strive to invest in progressively
modernizing their architecture making it
easier to expose products, services, and
processes as APIs.

BaaS relies heavily on third party
capabilities. Functional overlaps
between banks’ and partners’ services
are frequent. Banks need to identify and
understand the whitespaces that would
be addressed by the partner and focus
on the synergy resulting from the
association.

Strategic shift from being
manufacturers to being
assemblers

Developer Experience

Banks need to have a strong strategic
resolve to focus only on core products
and services to be developed and
distributed organically while assembling
those from partners to be oﬀered as
value-added services. Strong conviction
and continuous oversight and
sponsorship from the leadership team is
a critical success factor for BaaS.

Adoption and usage of APIs rely heavily
on overall developer experience
provided on the platform. This includes
industry standard documentation,
registration & onboarding experience,
security overlay, ease of governance and
support for analytical insights. It is
frequently observed that while many
BaaS providers have breadth in APIs,
third party sign-ups are signiﬁcantly low
due to suboptimal developer experience.
BaaS providers need to ensure that
commensurate investments are done in
these areas.
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BaaS - ROADMAP AND WAY
FORWARD
Choosing to go down the banking-as-a-service path should be a strategic decision for an
organisation after careful consideration of all its future business and technology
imperatives. This strategic vision has to be backed adequately by management
sponsorship for organisational changes and a sustained bias to exploring new business
models and revenue opportunities.
Following are the most crucial aspects to be laid in place for a successful move into BaaS.

Roadmap & Timelines:
True BaaS is a state that can only be
achieved progressively over a period
of time. This starts with a vision of the
end-state business objectives that are
to be achieved which should be
further broken down into staggered
milestones. These milestones typically help achieve the technology foundation for BaaS in the early stages
followed by a staggered introduction
of various functional services on the
platform for external consumption.

Evaluation, Governance & Sustenance of Partnerships:
Partnerships that revolve around the
BaaS platform should be synergistic
and should aim to solve a business
problem without disrupting customer
experience. This requires objective
evaluation of one’s own core strengths
and those of partners which are
complementary. It is also essential to
have a dedicated team of individuals
who govern and drive the relationship
and integration with these partners.

Technology Foundation & Architecture:
Success of BaaS heavily relies on how
well business capabilities and
operational processes that drive them
are exposed as APIs. A well deﬁned API
strategy is the stepping stone to this.
APIs need to be designed with optimal
granularity to ensure that their
consumption and integration is not a
cumbersome process but at the same
time delivers signiﬁcant business value.
Architectural constraints posed by
legacy systems to this eﬀect needs to
be overcome through appropriate
middleware platforms or API gateways.

Revenue generation models:
ROI should be given upfront importance rather than an afterthought. As
mentioned earlier in this report, there
are various monetization models
applicable in BaaS, that are based on
access to services, revenue sharing
with partners, recurring fees, and a
combination of any of these. The best
models are decided on a case to case
basis depending on the strategic
nature of the partnership, the scale of
usage by end-consumers and governance costs among other factors.
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